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GAME REVIEW 
SATURDAY  14 JULY 2018 

UPPER FERNTREE GULLY v DEFC 
 

U19s 

Upper Ferntree Gully v Doncaster East  12.13-85 FINAL 6.3-39 
 
After a crazy finish and a win last week we knew we would have to put another big performance if we wanted to 

walk away with the 4 points!  

The first quarter was very even. UPFG started with 2 quick goals but our boys fought back with 2 goals straight 

away to keep us level, with a couple minutes to go in the first quarter UPFG started to really get on top of us. 

Kicking 2 more goals and keeping the ball in their forward line! This continued for the next 2 quarters with UPFG 

pressing hard and putting our backline under a lot of pressure! They would kick 2 goals and we would manage to 

sneak one back and by 3 qtr. time it was 24 points and looking like they were going to run away with it.  

We gave our team a bit of a shake up, threw some players into different positions and tried a few things but it 

was to no avail as the boys were out on their feet. With no rotations UPFG kicked away pretty comfortably!  

A great effort for 3 quarters against a good opposition. Very proud of the boys who just keep fighting!  

I also would like to thank all 10 of Under 19’s who then doubled up and played another game in the Reserves! A 

truly magnificent effort and can’t thank them enough for helping our football club out!  

Matt Vaiano 

Coach 

 DEVELOPMENT TEAM 

Upper Ferntree Gully v Doncaster East  16.11-107 FINAL 6.0-36 
 
The Development Team came into the game with their backs against the wall with only 14 senior players, playing 
against a very good opponent in Upper Ferntree Gully. Our request to play with 16 a side unfortunately wasn’t 
accepted however we were determined to make no excuses and put our best foot forward to challenge our 
opponent. 
 
With our 19’s graciously stepping in to fill our numbers, we started the game quite well despite Upper kicking the 
first 2 goals. It was a hotly contested footy and we kicked 2 goals in reply to level the scores. Fasanella was a 
livewire up forward while Kyle Hoath created great forward pressure.  
 
Unfortunately, we couldn’t hit the scoreboard after our initial 2 goals and Upper kicked away to take a 48 point 
lead at half time. 
 
We started to compose ourselves with the footy in hand in the 3rd quarter, while Jake Clarke as usual with a best 
on ground performance lead from the front with his contested work in close at stoppages, Andrew ‘Gas’ Smith 
found plenty of it and Jason Young fought his backside off all day, as you’d expect from our leader. Lucas 
Gelsumini and Dylan Olley showed that the club has a bright future with some defensive, one on one efforts that 
saved certain goals. We managed to kick a couple of goals and at 3 quarter time we were down 12.10.82 to 
4.0.24. 

http://websites.sportstg.com/team_info.cgi?id=24921185&c=1-722-0-476796-0
http://websites.sportstg.com/team_info.cgi?id=24921185&c=1-722-0-476790-0


 

 
It was really pleasing that we never gave in throughout the 4 quarters, as in the 4th quarter we kept taking it up to 
Upper Gully kicking another 2 goals. This wouldn’t have been able to happen without JD Henshaw who 
sacrificed his own game to take on their best forward who dominated the first half. This sums up the days 
performance, we never gave in despite circumstances not being the way we’d like them. We never made any 
excuses and for that I’m very proud of the players who represented the club on the weekend, I’m sure the club 
would be proud of the players. 
 
We eventually went down, 16.11.107 to 6.0.36. 
 
We look forward to taking on Croydon at home this coming Saturday. 
 
Matt Bremner 

Coach 

SENIORS 

 Upper Ferntree Gully v Doncaster East   7.10-52 FINAL 6.9-45 
 
A magnificent winter July's day greeted us out at Kings Park Upper Gully although the end result wouldn't be so 

great. 

In what was always going to be a really tight struggle all game with any mistake made being very costly, Upper 

Gully started the better out of both of us & were able to put some early scoreboard pressure on us. 

They brought some real heat early & their run & carry game was very evident. It's a game style that we were 

expecting, planned for but didn't implement the strategies we had in place to quell their run. We missed tackles & 

we let them continue to link with hands from deep in their defence through to their fwd. line.  

After the initial onslaught, we were able to steady & get the game back onto our terms for the last 5-10 mins of 

the first quarter, going in only 9 points down which was a decent effort after all the ball they had. 

We were able to take that momentum into the 2nd quarter & get our running game going & put Upper on the 

back foot. It was a pretty good response from our boys with all line contributing to getting the game on our terms 

& getting scoring opportunities. Our ability to get our hands on the footy first through the midfield with the likes of 

Jimmy Locke, Brock & Micka was becoming telling & we went into the long break 8 points up in a low scoring 

game. 

We were able to take stock at half time & re-focus on our plans that we were going to execute in the 3rd quarter, 

which we did terrifically for the most part of that quarter. Unfortunately we were very wasteful in front of goal, 

kicking 1.5 but stretching our lead out to 3 goals before inevitably Upper had some momentum & made the most 

of their opportunities in the last 5 mins of the quarter, kicking 3.1 in a really brief period. 

The unfortunate thing about all this was that we lost all the momentum that we worked so hard to get in the 3rd 

quarter & gave it straight back to Upper. This made our task of winning the game that much harder & eventually 

too hard to overcome. 

To Upper Gully's credit, they rallied at the last change & really lifted their pressure & were able to continue to ask 

questions of our boys until we eventually cracked under the constant wave of fwd. entries. 

We still had our chances late in the game to win it but were very wasteful with ball in hand & made some very 

poor decisions, constantly turning it over & handing the ball back to Upper. We all know you can't give a quality 

team like Upper too many looks or chances as they'll generally take them. 

 

We did have some good contributors for the day but the most pleasing one was the performance of Ash Neville 

on one of the best fwd.’s in the division, Rowan Hore. Ash shut him out of the contest & provided some great run 

himself & looked like the player he was a few years ago when he last pulled on the Lion’s jumper. Great to have 

him back & only onwards & upwards from here for Ash. 
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A disappointing day for our boys, but we'll pick ourselves up & reload for another crack at a team who has some 

real form at the moment. We welcome Croydon to Zerbes this Saturday & they'll be hungry to atone for their 

performance the last time we met at their ground this year. 

All the support we can get would be greatly appreciated as we're being tested at the moment with our depth as 

well as the quality of the team we're coming up against this week. 

GO LIONS!!! 

Steve Buckle 

Coach 


